WE CARE ABOUT YOUR CAR

Our Professional Detailing Services help to protect your car, and your investment. We don’t just clean cars, we love cars, and our affection shines through in every perfect finish that leaves our detail bay. We offer an array of options for keeping your car looking new, and our packages help take the guess work out of what’s best for your car.

FULL DETAILING PACKAGES

MAINTENANCE DETAIL PACKAGE
The Maintenance Detail Package is perfect for the budget-minded person that cares about keeping their car clean, inside and out. Combining the two-bucket wash and protection of our Exterior Maintenance Detail with the like-new clean of our Interior Refresh Package. By taking regular advantage of a professional cleaning like this, you can avoid costly corrections and corrosion down the road.

CORRECTION DETAIL PACKAGE
Our Correction Detail Package is perfect for the car that’s already beginning to show sings of swirling and scratching. By combing our pristine Interior Refresh Package with our professional Single Step Correction, we can help get that shine back, and protect your car’s finish from corrosion and deterioration of the paint surface.

ALL THE DETAILS PACKAGE
This process is for the perfectionist. The top of the line to get your paint looking “Perfect.” We start with the same 2 bucket wash method, clay bar, and decontamination. After the surface is dry and free of all contaminants, we begin our professional Multi Step Correction. With complete attention to detail, we work panel-by-panel, using whatever compound and polish necessary, to remove any scratches or swirls present in the paint. After the initial correction we will re-inspect and spot polish any flaws that remain. We recommend upgrading to one of our coatings or sealants for longer lasting vehicle protection. We finish the detail with our Interior Refresh Package to keep you car looking better-than-showroom fresh.

WOMEN AND MEN SPEND A COMBINED 19344 HOURS IN THEIR LIFETIME PERFORMING BASIC CLEANING TASKS THAT’S MORE THAN TWO YEARS OF YOUR LIFE

GET YOUR LIFE BACK

ALL IN THE DETAILS
1201 5th St
Lacon, IL 61540
(309) 338-7099
hello@allinthedetailscleaning.com
www.allinthedetailscleaning.com

AUTO DETAILING SERVICES
Maintenance is important in your car care routine. Unfortunately, improper washing is usually the cause of most of the swirls and scratches in your paint. Here at All in the Details, our 2 bucket wash method will ensure that your car is being washed properly, and free of any contaminants.

Our proper hand wash includes the wheel faces and barrel of each wheel, getting them completely cleaned and rinsed to remove dirt, brake dust, and road grime. After that, a layer of foam is applied via foam cannon & the car is washed using the 2 bucket wash method. The car is then dried using Fresh Dry microfiber Towels. Interior is lightly vacuumed and the dash gets a quick wipedown. We finish with leaving your windows crystal clear on the exterior.

If your interior needs attention too, check out our Package Deals!

**PROPER HAND WASH**

**EXTERIOR DETAIL SERVICES**

Here at All in the Details we offer a wide variety of automotive details, from regular maintenance cleanings to full paint correction. We take pride in using the latest and very best products, and proper techniques to make sure every car is done properly.

**EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE DETAIL**

Our maintenance detail is perfect for the budget minded individual. This detail option is a good way to get your car really clean, and will get your paint looking fresh. It’s just a high quality wash though, so it will not correct any imperfections in the paint already present. The process begins using a two-step bucket wash method. The car will be completely decontaminated, and then the paint will be treated with IronX & a clay bar. The protection of your choice is then used across all painted finishes. We then finish up by giving the interior a light vacuum, and the dash gets a quick wipedown. We finish with leaving your exterior windows crystal clear.

**SINGLE STEP CORRECTION**

This is the perfect package to bring some life back to your paint, without breaking the bank! We start with our standard two bucket wash method described above. We then use a single step compound to remove roughly 80/85% of the swirls, scratches, and defects present in your clear coat. After the correction, the vehicle can be coated with your choice of protection for long-lasting protection and shine. We wrap it up with a light interior vacuum, and the dash gets a quick wipedown. We finish with leaving your windows crystal clear.

**INTERIOR DETAIL SERVICES**

Everyone wants their car to look good. But inside of it is where you spend most of your time. Your car’s interior may not be exposed to all the contaminants as the paint, but the interior faces a myriad other contaminants that you may not even notice.

**INTERIOR REFRESH PACKAGE**

Our Interior Refresh Package is for vehicles that don’t require a deep cleaning. This is the same detailed service as our Premium Interior detail but does not include hot water extraction and stain removal. You will still receive a detailed cleaning of all dash, doors, console, & the instrument cluster. Also, leather will be cleaned and coated and the glass will be left spotless. Plus a spot stain cleaning of the carpet. If your car has leather seats, we recommend adding an additional leather protectant to help maintain the supple feel of the hide.

**PREMIUM INTERIOR SERVICES**

Rejuvenate your Interior with our Premium interior service. It includes a deep clean of all interior surfaces to remove all dirt, malodors & debri. Carpets are cleaned & a hot water extractor is used to deep clean the carpet. The trunk and spare tire area will also be thoroughly cleaned. Leather and interior plastics will be cleaned and coated with a UV protective coating, and the glass is left spotless. We include a free hand wash with this purchase.

**SIGNATURE WASH MEMBERSHIP**

For the individual who takes pride in maintaining a clean vehicle we offer our Signature Wash Membership. Your monthly membership includes 2 basic hand wash’s per month. And members also receive a 10% discount on any other service we offer!

**CERAMIC COATING SERVICES**

We are proud to offer professional Ceramic Coating Services. A Ceramic Coating is a liquid polymer that is applied by hand to the exterior of a vehicle. It creates a permanent or semi-permanent bond with a vehicle’s paint, meaning that it does not wash away or breakdown and does not require repeated application every few months. Call for details, pricing, and options.